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Eff icient  modeling of  unresolved small -scale turbulence is  of  primary importance in 
s imulat ions of  large-scale geophysical  f lu id dynamics.  In  many geophysical  and 
astrophysical  sett ings the unresolved turbulence is  not  homogeneous/isotropic,  being  
affected by rotat ion,  strat if icat ion,  moist  processes,  magnetism, etc. ,  and the mult iscale  
interact ions with the resolved  large scales are complex and consist  of  more than inert ial -
range energy transfer.  Furthermore,  small -scale feedback to the  resolved scales is  not  
completely determined by the resolved large scales.  The random nature of the small  
scales requires  stochast ic models,  which in turn can improve the robustness of  ensemble -
based predict ion and state est imation algorithms.  
Superparameterizat ion is  a mult iscale framew ork that  models unresolved scales  by PDEs 
evolving on pseudo-physical  domains  embedded  into the coarse grid of  a general  
circulat ion model.  Although the small -scale PDEs are determinist ic,  their  
chaotic/turbulent  dynamics generate an effect ively stochast ic  feedback to the large 
scales.  Though successful  in  modeling tropical  atmospheric moist  convect ion,  
superparameterizat ion remains computational ly cost ly,  and of  l imited general ity.  
We develop an improved framework for superparameterizat ion that  models the small -
scale turbulent dynamics by stochast ic,  quasi l inear PDEs rather than nonlinear,  
determinist ic ones.  This great ly improves the eff iciency of  the algorithm, and our  
mathematical  framework for developing the large -  and small -scale PDEs increases the 
general ity of  superparameterizat ion. The  result ing algorithm is  developed and tested in 
two ideal ized turbulent models:  the one -dimensional  complex-scalar MMT equation,  and 
two-layer quasigeostrophic turbulence. In  both sett ings the algorithm achieves several  
orders of  magnitude of  reduction in  computational  cost  compared to direct  s imulat ion of 
al l  scales ,  and produces qual itat ively accurate results.  This is  part icularly  impressive in  
the quasigeostrophic tests where the a lgorithm successful ly parameterizes t he inverse 
cascade of  kinet ic energy from  unresolved to resolved scales.  Future direct ions include 
more real ist ic appl icat ions,  and optimizat ion of  the numerical  algorithm.  
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